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Why Gunite?
 

Gunite pools are not only beautiful
to look at, but also the most

structurally sound pools on the
market.  Gunite pools are fully

customizable so you can truly build
your own backyard oasis. 

 
With so many possibilities, the idea

of designing your pool can be
daunting. We've created two

packages to meet your budget and
needs: Silver Package and Gold

Package. 

Gunite
 

Fiberglass
 

Vinyl
 

Shell thickness: 3/8" Shell thickness: 8" Liner thickness: 0.0028"

Refinish every 15+ years Refinish every 15+ years New liner every 5 years

Some models come
with steps and

benches, but you
cannot customize

placement. Also cannot
customize depth.

Completely
customizable steps,

benches, shapes, and
depth.

Can add benches and 
custom steps as well as 

chosen depth.

Most fiberglass pools
are not rated for

diving.

Can make pool a diving
depth if you choose.

Can make pool a diving
depth if you choose.

Freighted in by large
trucks and dropped in
place using a crane.

Assembled start to
finish in your yard. Premade parts

assembled in your yard.

"Long and skinny" sizing
to accommodate being
freighted. Most pools

do not exceed 16' wide,

Freedom to choose
pool sizing means that

you can ensure your
new pool will fit your

yard perfectly.

Custom sizes are
available, but increase
lead time on obtaining

parts.



Includes 4' concrete deck
 

Package includes 4' of concrete
decking with cantilever coping. Decking

takes the shape of the pool.

Your choice of solid tile.
 

6" x 6" Solid tiles provided by Classic Pool Tile.
 

Cobalt Blue - CT 1529 Pool Blue - CT 1532 Black - CT 1756

Pentair Equipment
 

SUPERFLO VS
The SuperFlo VS Variable Speed

Pumps bring the remarkable
energy cost savings of variable
speed technology to standard
pools at an affordable price. 

 
 

SAND DOLLAR FILTER
Thermoplastic tank with clamp style

multiport valve pool filter. 
 

The one-piece Sand Dollar Top Mount
Pool Filter feature a clamp style, six-

position multiport valve. Special lateral
design provides superior flow

characteristics and long filter cycles for
economical operation.

 

IntelliChlor uses common table
salt to produce all the chlorine a

pool needs, safely, effectively
and automatically. 

INTELLICHLOR SALT GENERATOR

GloBrite white lights provide vivid,
brilliant, pure illumination for your

inground pool’s features. 
 

Incorporating an extended service life,
two dimming levels and the latest

technology, GloBrite white lights are
the brightest and most efficient LEDs

on the market.
 
 

WHITE GLOBRITE LIGHT

The beauty of White Plaster Pools
 When water is added to a white plaster pool it creates a stunning

turquoise color that replicates the white sand beaches of the Carribean. 
 It is beautifully dynamic and ever changing due to the amount of light

exposure. White plaster is included in our standard package.

All pools include the option to add a tanning ledge within the shape
of the pool and your choice of 4' bench or ladder in the deep end.

Silver Package
 



Your choice of tile.
 

Please note that glass tile
series, deco tiles, and tile
series explicitly marked

upgrade are available at an
additional fee and must be
priced on a case by case

basis. 

Please visit Classicpooltile.com for complete selection.
 

Gold Package
 

Includes 4' concrete deck
 

 

COLORED GLOBRITE LIGHT

All pools include the option to add a tanning ledge within the shape
of the pool and your choice of 4' bench or ladder in the deep end.

 
Package includes 1' of travertine coping and 3' of
plain concrete decking for a total of 4' of deck

surrounding the pool.

ODYSSEY OXFORD - BLUE SEA BIMI- GLOSS

Gem Aggregate Finishes 
 

Florida Stucco Gem Finishes
will yield a hard, long lasting

surface highly resistant to
stains and spot etching

prevalent with traditional
pool plasters.

**OTHER BRANDS OF SAME QUALITY MAY BE
SUBSITUTED IN EVENTS WHERE THERE ARE

AVAILAIBILTY ISSUES**
EMERALD SEA FRENCH SILVER HAWAIIAN AQUA GEM

ALSO INCLUDES LAGOON, BLUE GEM, AQUA CLEAR, BONE GEM, SKYBLUE AND WHITE GEM.

PENTAIR INTELLIFLO 
IntelliFlo VSF pump is the first
variable speed and flow pump

that adjusts to changes in
flow conditions to maintain its
preprogrammed flow rate to
run optimally throughout the

entire filtration cycle.  

PENTAIR CLEAN AND CLEAR 420
Clean & Clear Plus Cartridge Pool
Filters have a corrosion-resistant,

injection-molded, fiberglass-
reinforced, polypropylene filter tank

featuring superior strength and
reliability. 

GloBrite lights utilize the industry’s
most advanced technology to

showcase and enhance your pool’s
shallow water features, making your
poolside evenings go from great to

spectacular.
5 brilliant fixed colors; 7 dazzling

preprogrammed light shows

The EasyTouch Control
System eliminates the

inconvenience of trips to your
pool equipment pad,
memorizing operating

sequences, opening and
closing valves and resetting
time clocks and thermostats.

 
 

PENTAIR EASY TOUCH AUTOMATION

ALSO INCLUDES PENTAIR INTELLICHLOR (SEE STANDARD PACKAGE)

Pentair Equipment
 



Gallery of shapes

LAGOONPARADISEMOUNTAIN POND
16x34x25

18x37x29

20x40x31

 15X30*

 18X30*

19X32

20X34

24X40

 

 

14X28*

15X30*

19X37

23X42

Choose from one of our standard shapes and sizes and customize your tanning ledge, bench, and
step placement or create your own shape and size** to perfectly fit your back yard!

*not available for 8' depth**drawing fee may apply for custom drawn designs



ROMAN ENDRECTANGLE KIDNEY LAZY L

16x35

18x41

20x43

 

14x28*

16x32 

18x36 

20x40

16x33

 18x36 

 

*not available for 8' depth

REVERSE
ROMAN END

14x28*

16x32 

18x36 

20x40

16x32

 18x44 

 



Mountain Pond
An "organic" take on a swimming pool.
Modeled to look like a pond, but not be

quite as large as the Lagoon shaped pools.
 

This shape is a great fit any size backyard.
The layout allows for ledges or steps to be
tucked away to give maximum swim space

if put in the center radius. Sizes
FEATURES TO CONSIDER

A waterfall feature would look great in the reverse
radius or "indent." Waterfalls give off the tranquil

natural sound to cover up any outside noise that may
be distracting you from enjoying your backyard oasis.

 15X30*

 18X30*

19X32

20X34

24X40

AERIAL VIEW 



15x30 Mountain Pond with Bluestone coping
and Tahoe Blue (Krystalkrete) plaster.



24X40 Mountain Pond with Noche Coping and
Tahoe Blue (KrystalKrete) plaster. Also features a

5ft water fall with (2) 2ft columns.



Paradise
 With the Paradise pool you can

transcend the limitations of your own
terrain and create a lakeside retreat.
You can design its contours to mirror
the curves of your landscape. With its

natural look, the Paradise pool will
give you a beautiful view from every

angle. 
 15x30*

19x37

23x42 

Sizes AERIAL VIEW 

FEATURES TO CONSIDER
Water features such as a water fall, magic bowls,
or a statue that shoots water out would be a nice

addition to this pool. 



14x28 Paradise Pool with bluestone coping and white
plaster.

 



19x37 Paradise pool with Noche coping and Capri Plaster.
Decking is finished with SandStone spray deck.



Lagoon

16x34x25

18x37x29

20x40x31

Sizes AERIAL VIEW 

FEATURES TO CONSIDER
The lagoon pools look great with an added grotto

feature. This shape also pairs well with a round
spill over spa so that you can enjoy the sound of

running water to add to your escape.

The mountain pond's big sister. A flowing
pool with the option to have a large

tanning ledge without losing too much
swimming area.

 
The natural shape of this pool gives the
feeling of being around an oasis or a
crystal clear lake so that you can truly

escape no matter where you are.



18x34x26 Lagoon with Spill over
Spa. Features Silver coping and

splitface and Emerald Sea Plaster.



20x40x31 Lagoon with Spill over Spa. Features:
Florida Stucco Capri Plaster, Bluestone Coping

and Artesian Pavers.



Rectangle
The rectangle pool, with its classic

lines and elegant rectangular shape,
is a tribute to the art of fine living and
will invite you to endless hours of free

spirited swimming, luxurious
sunbathing, and outdoor

entertainment

14x28*  16x32

 18x36   20x40

Sizes AERIAL VIEW 
FEATURES TO CONSIDER

Extra large tanning ledges are perfect for the
rectangle pools paired with steps that span the

whole width.



18x36 Rectangle with Silver Coping and Capri Plaster.
Additions include a diving board and swim in spa. 



16x32 Rectangle with Silver Coping and White Plaster.
Features an infinity edge



Roman End
The Roman End is named for its

classical shape. It adds a bit of Italian
romance to any property. 

 
The Roman End will become a striking
focal point in your backyard and its

sophisticated design will set the tone
for your summer leisure time .

16x35

18x41

20x43

Sizes AERIAL VIEW 

FEATURES TO CONSIDER
A water feature such as a water fall, magic bowls,
or even a statue that shoots water out would be a

nice addition to this pool. 



16x32 Roman End Pool featuring
Florida Stucco's Sky Blue

Aggregate Plaster, Ivory coping,
and a statue water feature 



Roman End
We took the traditional roman end
and reversed the radiuses to give a

more modern look.
This is the perfect pool for someone

who appreciates a rectangle pool, but
wanted something a little bit more

visually interesting. 
Sizes MINI VIEW

FEATURES TO CONSIDER
This pool would look great with deck jets tucked

into the reverse radiuses.

Reverse

14x28*  16x32

 18x36   20x40



15x30 Reverse Roman End Pool with
Bluestone coping and Capri plaster.

Also features a Helix slide and built in
barstools.



With its meandering lines and unusual
shape, the Kidney series makes a true

architectural statement. Its a great pool
if you're wanting an organic shape  with

plenty of  swim space.

Kidney

Sizes AERIAL VIEW 
FEATURES TO CONSIDER

MAKE YOUR POOL STAND OUT WITH ROUND SPILL
OVER SPA OR GROTTO ADDITON. ALSO LOOKS

GREAT WITH WATERFALLS AND DECK JETS

16x33

18x36



18x36 Kidney Shape with French Silver
Coping and Azure Plaster. Additions

include a bubbler, ledge loungers, and
waterfall with silver splitface 



Lazy L
  Lazy L shaped swimming designs
consists of two small rectangles

joined at right angle. This shape can
be used to strongly define the shallow

and deep ends and is easy to
customize with additional features.  

SizesFEATURES TO CONSIDER
MAKE YOUR POOL STAND OUT WITH ROUND SPILL
OVER SPA OR GROTTO ADDITION. ALSO LOOKS

GREAT WITH WATERFALLS AND DECK JETS 16x32

18x43

AERIAL VIEW 



18x43 Lazy L Shape with Ivory Coping and Blue Gem
Plaster. Additions include extra tanning ledges, and

an infinity edge with a custom tile logo.



Custom Pool Shapes are just that- fully customized! While no two pools are
alike, a custom pool gives you the ability to bring your unique vision to life.

If you are interested in a custom shape, we might suggest getting a 3D
drawing completed through one of our Design Consultants. With a custom
pool, our decades of experience will only serve to your benefit. Whether its

a unique landscape obstacle or a wild design, we have the expertise to
bring your backyard to life.  If you can dream it, we can build it. 

Custom Pools





Enjoy the aesthetics of running water.. ask a Design Consultant
about our additional water features. The possibilities are endless!


